EDANA Training Courses

enable companies in the nonwovens industry to keep abreast of developments in the manufacture, conversion and applications of nonwovens.

THE NONWOVENS LEARNING CYCLE™

NONWOVENS INTRODUCTION
The world of nonwovens
A 2-HOUR WEBINAR
18 JANUARY 2022
19 APRIL 2022
13 SEPTEMBER 2022

INTERMEDIATE COURSE
Manufacturing technologies & raw materials
15-18 FEBRUARY 2022, VIRTUAL
16-19 MAY 2022, VIRTUAL
27-29 SEPTEMBER 2022, BRUSSELS*

ADVANCED COURSES
Production parameter and how to use to modify product properties
ON CETI WORLD-CLASS PILOT FACILITIES
CARDING
16-17 MARCH 2022
16-17 NOVEMBER 2022
SPUNBOND / MELTBLOWN
23-24 MARCH 2022
23-24 NOVEMBER 2022

* If the sanitary situation does not allow a physical training course, the backup plan will be to deliver the course virtually.

For information or registration please contact anaelle.schutz@edana.org or visit www.edana.org